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Latest News...
Easter treats in Blackpool
Following a period of operating only between Pleasure Beach and
Little Bispham - due to the testing of car 636 on New South Promenade
and essential track replacement work at Cleveleys - the Blackpool
tramway finally re-opened in full on Saturday 4th April. This involved the
reinstatement of the normal winter tram service, which lasted for a
mere six days, before being replaced by the new spring timetable!
The biggest change is that trams now run to Fleetwood every twenty
minutes until the close of
Trawler 737 departing from Fleetwood Ferry on 11th
service, whereas previously
April. Jason Cross
the frequency was only
half hourly in the evenings.
The intermediate Pleasure
Beach to Cleveleys service
has also returned in the
daytime.
Enthusiasts always look
forward to Easter as it
normally provides the first
large scale use of crew
cars in Blackpool, and 2009 was no exception. The basic Fleetwood
service was still provided by the Centenary and Jubilee cars though,
but with help from illuminated Trawler 737! This tram was used on all
four days of the Bank Holiday weekend, and certainly made a change
from the usual service cars! Meanwhile, Brush cars 622, 630 and 631
were in charge of the Cleveleys service, with the fourth route being
worked by a spare Centenary car.
Highlights on Good Friday included 709, making its debut in its new
Sea Life Centre advert
147 and 605 at North Pier – also on 11th April. Jason Cross
(featured in Tramways
Monthly #3), and the
magnificent
Balloon
717 in action. Better
was to come though the following day saw
extra trams in use,
including
Standard
147 and Boats 600 and
605. Cars 147 and 600
were also used on
Easter Sunday and Monday.
However, Bank Holiday Monday was the best day of all, when 'HMS
Blackpool' 736 was used on specials. This may have been the first time
this car has been used in normal service since its 2004 rebuild, and it
was very novel to see this tram out in daylight. Another surprise came
in the form of yellow and black Boat 602, which was used due to a
minor fault on car 605 - this despite the fact that 602 is supposed to be
mothballed throughout 2009!
In conclusion, although the number of specials used over Easter was
well down on past years, the quality of those trams that did run is hard
to fault. BTS responded to some excellent weather by operating
exactly the kind of trams that tourists and enthusiasts alike love to see
and ride upon - top marks for imagination! It was also good to see the
trams carrying good loads of people, so let us all hope that Easter has
set the scene for a good season for the Blackpool tramway.

Cover Photo:
London Tramlink 2552 is seen at the Tamworth Road stop on 6th April 2009 with
the Centrale shopping centre as backdrop. John Kaye

L53 makes history – again!
Manchester L53, the Eades reversible horse tramcar at Heaton
Park, once again made history on the afternoon of Sunday 26th
April when it operated for the first time in 2009. The purpose of this
surprise outing was to familiarise two 'new' horses with the tram however, the owners of the horses requested permission to do a
trip in passenger service, which resulted in L53 doing the 12:30pm
departure from Whitegate, in place of Leeds 6.
So, why was this day so historic? Well, the use of two horses instead
of one means that L53 can now run much further than was
previously the case, as part of the tramway is on a slope that was
considered too steep for just one horse. More importantly though,
this was almost certainly the first time that a tramcar has been
hauled by two horses in the UK for over a century!
This first successful test run
will be followed by a
second outing for L53 on
Sunday 3rd May, when it
will be used in passenger
service. We also hope to
bring you a major feature
on this fantastic tram in a
future issue of Tramways
Monthly!

679 moves to LTT depot
On the morning of Saturday 25th April, Blackpool Ex-Towing
Railcoach 679 left Rigby Road tram depot, and made the relatively
short journey by road to the Brinwell Road premises of its new
owners, the Lancastrian Transport Trust. The move had been
postponed by a few months, but this now means that work can
begin on transforming the tram back into its earlier guise as English
Electric Railcoach 279, complete with pointed end framework.
On the day before the move, 679 had its bogies removed in the
tram depot, which unfortunately resulted in some damage to the
tram's lower panelling, although this can easily be rectified during
the restoration process. The car had already had its pantograph
tower and lifeguards removed for the journey after operating its
final tour last November.
The plan now is to replace 679's cab ends, as well as stripping out
the flooring and fixed bus seats that were fitted during an overhaul
in 1991. The tram will also regain half-drop saloon windows to
replace the modern glazing installed during another workshop visit
from 1999. The restored tram will hopefully return to service next
year so that it can play a big part in the celebrations to mark the
Blackpool tramway's 125th anniversary - and of course the LTT also
aim to have Standard car 143 completed for 2010 as well!!!

Welcome...
... to the fourth issue of Tramways
Monthly, the newest name in tramway
news. Firstly, I‟m sure that you‟ve all
realised by now that we have a new
domain
name
–
http://www.tramways-monthly.com.
Hopefully this will alleviate any
problems that have been had in the
past!
The magazine is continuing to grow
this Issue, and we have increased the
amount of news featured to three
pages. However, this Issue is very
much UK based, and that is really only
going to change with your help. I‟ve
got a bank of images building up,
though with the exception of two they
are all UK based – as I say every Issue
this will only change if you send us
something in – editor@tramwaysmonthly.com.
I‟d like to apologise for the slight delay
in publication, which would have
been much worse if had not been for
the help of Assistant Editor Andrew
Waddington, who helped to put
much of this Issue together.
As you read through the magazine,
you will see a feature that is quite
different from most of those found in
Enthusiast Publications – and I hope to
be able to provoke some discussion
ahead of the 50th Year Celebrations at
Crich later this month. Those who have
met me at Crich will likely know some
of my own views, and I‟ll be publishing
some of them in next month‟s Crich50
Special Issue, and I‟d really like to
include your views too – just email
them to the address above. Likewise if
you have anything else to do with the
50 years of Crich – photos, memories
etc – please send them in so we can
add them to those already planned
for next Issue – including full coverage
of all four days of events.
Due to this feature in Issue 5 however
we will be unable to feature anything
outside of the news, and this include
Manchester L53‟s trip to Beamish,
however we are planning a feature
on this tramcar as well as its trip to
Beamish in Issue 6.
I hope that you enjoy the Issue, and as
usual, all comments, both good and
band, are welcome to the email
above.

Jack M. Gordon
Jack Gordon
Editor, 1st May 2009
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News in brief
More new liveries
for Blackpool‟s
Balloon cars
Some disappointing news
this month is that two
Blackpool Balloon trams
look set to run in plain
liveries this year, following
the removal of their vinyl
advertising. Car 719
(illustrated last month) has
now received Metro
Coastlines logos and will
presumably be running in
its current pale blue livery
in 2009. 701 is another
victim of the dreaded plain
base coat syndrome - the
tram has lost its advert for
Palm Beach Hotel and is
now in plain yellow, again,
with Metro Coastlines
stickers. Hopefully these
trams will gain new all-over
adverts later in the year.
On a brighter note, 721 has
received a very stylish new
advert for Pleasure Beach as predicted in the last
issue of Tramways Monthly!
Following the cancellation
of the Forbidden and Hot
Ice shows, the new design
is a more general advert
for the famous theme park.
721 is black and gold, and
will cause heads to turn this
summer!

Plans for new Blackpool tram depot &
museum unveiled!
Plans have officially been revealed by Blackpool Borough Council for a
new depot to house the new Supertrams after the tramway‟s upgrade.
The location chosen for the depot is adjacent to the tram tracks at
Starr Gate and is on the site currently occupied by Karting 2000 and
the adjoining car park. Work on the depot could start as early as this
summer.
The depot is estimated to cost £20 Million to build, and will be able to
house 20 Supertrams – though only 16 have been ordered initially. The
depot should be ready for Easter 2012 when the newly upgraded
tramway will open.
Plans have also been revealed for a second depot at Starr Gate which
will house the remaining heritage trams after the Supertram upgrade is
complete. However, no funding for such a depot is yet in place and it is
likely that the current Rigby Road depot will still be around for some
time yet! It is planned for 22 heritage tramcars to be retained after the
upgrade.

Trampower Project Update
A comeback could be on the cards for the experimental articulated
tram 611, which was tested in Blackpool a few years ago on behalf of
the Trampower project.
611 first appeared in
Blackpool back in 1997, and
following modification, was
later tested at Birkenhead,
followed by more intensive
trials at Blackpool during
2006. The tests came to an
abrupt end the following
year when the tram caught
Car
611 on
611test
operating
at Blackpool
on testinat
June
Blackpool
2008, when
during
it was
June
fire whilst en route back to
2009,
painted
when in
painted
Metro in
livery
Metro
style.
Coastlines
Tony Waddington
livery style.
depot, but it has since been
Tony Waddington
rebuilt and is ready to undertake further testing. The only problem is,
where to test it? 611 is unlikely to return to Blackpool as the tramway is
likely to be closed for the next few winters, and as Brush car 636 has
shown, there seems to be a reluctance to mix experimental cars with
the passenger service cars more than is absolutely necessary. This may
well limit the options for the future of the Trampower prototype.
Bearing this in mind, representatives of the Trampower group have
recently discussed the possibility of testing 611 at the East Anglia
Transport Museum, near Lowestoft. Due to problems with insurance this
proposal fell through, but it is very interesting to see that the builders of
the tram were seriously interested in testing their tramcar on such a
short museum line. It will be fascinating to see what happens next, and
any future developments will of course be reported in Tramways
Monthly!
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This time Vanguard 619 is seen
at Tower, again on 30th August

Special Feature…
The future looks bleak for London’s trams

News in brief

By Isao Ayugase

Will trams have a part to play in the future of London’s currently
overcrowded transport system?
London‟s Mayor Boris Johnson was facing harsh criticism at mayor‟s
question time back in November last year, following his abandonment
of the “Cross River Tram” project. The “Cross River Tram” was originally
proposed as a means of relieving pressure on the capital‟s existing
infrastructure, carrying 9000 people per hour in each direction during
peak periods and linking major convergence points in the south
including Waterloo, Brixton and Peckham with areas in the north such
as Camden Town, Euston and King‟s Cross.
Plans to build the £1.3 billion system were put on hold after a lack of
funding from the government. After facing harsh criticism in
November last year, the Mayor called upon private companies to
invest in the project. A firm called Tram Power claimed that it could
be built at no extra cost to the public. However in the Transport for
London Business plan for 2009/10 -2017/18, Mr Johnson made it clear
that the £19 million Transport for London (TfL) were to spend on the
project‟s development would be better spent improving capacity on
the capital‟s existing transport infrastructure. He also made it clear
that plans for any new TfL trams in the near future are not too likely.
Feasibility studies have been carried out for other tram projects in
London. This includes the City of London Corporation‟s City Tram
project linking Battersea with the City of London and Hackney. This
was a project initially proposed in 2004. With the abandonment of the
cross-river tram project, it is unlikely that this project would go ahead in
the foreseeable future.
TfL already operates a tram system in Croydon, South London.
Although there are proposed extensions, it is unlikely that any
developments will take place in the near future. With TfL opting to
spend more on Tube/DLR upgrades and Crossrail as part of their £10
billion investment programme in building London‟s transport system of
tomorrow, the future really does look bleak for trams in London.

Western Train runs
on test!
History was made on
Wednesday 15th April,
when Blackpool‟s famous
illuminated Western Train
733 + 734 ran on test from
the depot to Little Bispham
and back. This was the
Train‟s first test journey
since completion of its
restoration, which has
been supported by the
Heritage Lottery Fund. It is
also the first time that
733+734 have been on the
promenade since they
were towed to Fleetwood
and back for the annual
Tram Sunday event, back
in 2003!

Crich Shunt
On Wednesday 8th April, a
major shunting exercise
took
place
at
Crich
Tramway Village, in order
to make better use of the
available space in the
main depot complex. A
number of withdrawn cars
saw the light of the day
during this operation, the
highlight of which was
Leeds 602 being moved
from Road 11 to Road 9.
Other non-runners that
were moved on this date
included Gateshead 5,
Blackpool
167
and
Glasgow 1297.
< On the 15th February 2009 2541
and 2546 are seen at George
Street during the track relaying at
Church Street/Reeves Corner.
2541 was the "spare" tram for the
day whilst 2546 was reversing
having come from Beckenham
Junction and would depart
for Elmers End 1 after turning. John
Kaye
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News in pictures...
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Picture captions – clockwise from top


Manchester horse car L53 posed at Heaton Park’s Middleton Road
gates with two magnificent white shire horses. John Whitehouse



Leeds 602 gets a rare airing at Crich Tramway Village. Dan Heeley



On the same day, Glasgow 1297 is seen being moved from road 6 to
road 12. Richard Lomas



Blackpool 40 on night duty at Crich Tramway Village on Sunday 12th
April. Jack Gordon



Another shot of L53 from 26th April, this time posed with Leeds 6
alongside the tram depot. John Whitehouse



NET 201 at Waverley Street in Nottingham.
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Jason Cross

Another view of Leeds 602 being shunted by the Blackpool electric
locomotive 717. Dan Heeley
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Tramcar News
Andrew Waddington

Leeds 180
In the Crich workshop, overhaul work on 180 has been making fantastic progress since last
month's update. The re-upholstery of the seating has been completed and are now back at
Crich, waiting to be re-fitted inside the tram. The electrical equipment is under attention, whilst
the truck frame has been turned over to make working on the suspension easier than would have
otherwise been the case. The wheelsets and motors have also been returned from a contractor,
ready to be re-united with the truck.

London United 159
Work on the bogies is continuing to make steady progress, whilst the interior saloon trim, staircases
and platform trellis gates are also being worked upon. Meanwhile discussion has taken
place between the Tramway Museum Society and the London County Council Tramways Trust,
who are funding this restoration project. A target date of July 2010 has been set for completion of
the tram, although this is subject to change depending on availability of suitably qualified staff
and volunteers.
Left: The latest view
of London United
159 under attention
in the Crich
workshop. Jack
Gordon

Right: Metropolitan
331 being shunted
around the depot
area, a few weeks
prior to its very
welcome return to
passenger service.
Richard Lomas

Other Tramcar News...










Glasgow 22 has regained its fixed trolley head after briefly operating with a swivel head. This
had been done to allow the car to operate through „new Wakebridge‟, but as the
overhead has now been re-aligned, this is no longer required.
Blackpool Standard 40 derailed near the depot at Crich recently. Thankfully the tram was
not badly damaged, and it was quickly repaired and returned to service in time for the
Easter weekend, when it operated the evening service on Easter Sunday as part of the 1940s
event (Ed: With Tramways Monthly Editor Jack Gordon as the conductor!)
Cardiff 131 awaits the fitting of rail scrubbing equipment and the water system.
Metropolitan 331 has required attention to the cab door at one end, which kept opening
whilst the tram was in motion. It returned to service on Friday 24 th April.
Blackpool Standard 143‟s lower deck is taking shape at the Lancastrian Transport Trust‟s
Brinwell Road depot. The framework for the bench seats has been installed, and the side
panels and mouldings are now in place.
Blackpool Balloon 720‟s major rebuild continues to make good progress – the tram has now
been panelled both inside and out.
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Special Feature...
By Andrew Waddington
The following article is something of a departure from the current news and archive material normally
featured in tramway enthusiast publications. Instead, I am looking to the future, and offering a personal
vision of Crich Tramway Village, and how the site could potentially develop in the years to come. The
article takes the form of a report on a ‘visit’ to Crich, set in the distant future.
I don’t expect that everyone will agree with the content of this article; in fact, I hope that it might prompt
some creative discussion. What we should remember, is that for a while the Tramway Museum Society
have been searching for a ‘big idea’, in order to take them forward and ensure the continued survival of
the TMS and all that it stands for. The people who established the museum at Crich chose to think big –
they could have started up a static museum, but instead chose to establish a working tramway line in an
appropriate setting. So, although this feature may seem far-fetched in parts, I believe that we need to be
ambitious to maintain the spirit of the founding members of the Society. After all, that attitude is the reason
that we are now celebrating the 50th anniversary of trams at Crich this year.
Enjoy the article!

FUTURE CRICH
After an absence of many years, I have just paid a very enjoyable visit to Crich Tramway Village – also
known as the National Tramway Museum – and was amazed to see how the place had been completely
transformed since I was last in Derbyshire. Although this was not a special event day, I was amazed by
how much there was to see and do; so much, in fact, that there were quite a few things which I missed!
However, I will report on what I did manage to see.
The first tram I saw upon arrival was Sheffield 15, hauled by a beautiful white horse. A short section of track
has been laid to permit a horse car service to operate between the car park and the outdoor play area,
crossing the magnificent Bowes Lyon Bridge en route. Known as „the upper tramway‟, this links up with the
main line near the bandstand, the idea being that less able-bodied visitors can request for a suitable tram
to collect them from the main entrance, saving the walk to Town End. I didn‟t see this short spur being
used, but apparently it is much appreciated by many visitors.
The first port of call was the nearby horse tram depot, where the exhibits included the beautifully restored
Leamington & Warwick car 1, which sadly was not in service on this day. Instead, it was Sheffield 15 that
operated the horse tram service, and its small seated capacity meant that there were often big queues of
visitors waiting for it to return. A notice board explained that a long-term aim is to restore a former
Manchester, Bury, Rochdale & Oldham steam tram engine and use it to give demonstration runs along the
upper tramway, possibly hauling the horse cars as well as the Museum‟s sole steam tram trailer, and some
of the remains of this loco were on display at the rear of the horse tram depot.
After a horse tram ride, I made my way to the main running sheds at Cliffside, where I saw Glasgow 1115
being shunted in order to release Grimsby & Immingham 14, which was then taken to the workshop for
servicing. Walking under the Bowes Lyon Bridge, I then came to „The Store‟, where most of the static fleet
are now housed on the site of the original tram depots. This was another nostalgia trip for me, as I have
ridden on many of the trams in it! It seemed odd to see the likes of Paisley 68, Leeds 180 and Glasgow 812
languishing at the back of this shed after giving so many years of reliable service – but at the same time, I
was happy that some of the other trams in the collection were finally being given the chance to shine
instead. One surprise for me was seeing a rather sad looking Sheffield Supertram 102 here; you know
you‟re getting old when a tram that you remember being new, has become a museum piece! Plans are
afoot to create a new building in which to tell the story of Britain‟s second generation tramways, and a
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Nottingham car from the early 2000s is expected to join the collection soon, but for now, this tram is
certainly the odd one out.
Of most interest to me however, was the Exhibition Hall – now known as „The Story of the Tram‟ - and I have
never seen it look so good. The absolute highlight for me was the sight of former Blackpool illuminated
‘Hovertram’ 735, fully lit in a darkened room, with a small but informative display on the history of
Blackpool‟s famous illuminations alongside. I spent nearly half an hour studying the contents of the main
hall, and it was fantastic to see some of the most fascinating exhibits were so well displayed, with plenty of
information about each tram readily available. By walking around the building, it is now possible to get an
insight of the development of the tram, from Oporto 9 to early electric cars such as Douglas 1 and
Blackpool 4, leading right up to a mock-up of one of Edinburgh‟s first batch of articulated cars. The
interactive displays were proving very popular with visiting schoolchildren, especially the tram driving
simulator, and I will admit that I did have a go on it myself too! Across the traverser pit I was pleased to
discover a small exhibition area housing Southampton 45, now forming the centrepiece of a display on the
history of the Tramway Museum Society following its withdrawal some years ago. There was also a board
explaining how visitors can „adopt-a-tram‟, and receive a gift pack and a special VIP day out, in return for
helping to fund the ongoing maintenance of a favourite vehicle. I took a form about this to fill in later.
Making my way back to Town End, I was greeted with the magnificent sight of a blue LCC 1 waiting to
take me on my first electric tram ride of the day. The ride to Glory Mine was a quick one thanks to the
double track lasting up to Wakebridge, and it was possible to inspect the famous „Crich Eye‟ (which is like
the London Eye, only smaller). I was slightly disappointed that the queue to go on it was so big, as it must
provide a fantastic vantage point from which to admire the trams as they rumble past.
We also passed Nottingham 166 at Wakebridge; this was my first look at this tram. On arrival at Glory Mine I
took the opportunity to alight, and used the viewing area to get some photos of LCC 1 and Blackpool
‘Boat’ 607 departing, as well as some shots of the surrounding area. I then paid a visit to the nearby tea
room for a very enjoyable lunch break, before catching 607 for the return trip. This tram has been modified
so that it can carry wheelchairs, with the addition of a door at one end similar to one of its sisters in
America. Access for other passengers is still through the traditional centre entrance folding doors.
Sadly the day was nearly over, but I had saved the highlight until last. Sure enough, as I left 607 and
crossed the tram track to wait at the Bandstand stop, Blackpool ‘Dreadnought’ 59 appeared en route to
Glory Mine. I climbed upstairs and enjoyed a ride that I‟ve been waiting for since I first discovered the joy
of trams way back in the early 1990s, and it certainly didn‟t disappoint. One woman on board may well
have disagreed with me though, complaining „is that it? They should extend the track!‟ Some things never
change it seems! On the way back I alighted at the car park stop, and witnessed the wonderful sight of 59
disappearing under the Bowes Lyon Bridge, just as horse car 15 ran over it.
Wow. What can you say? Crich Tramway Village has certainly had a fair few ups and downs over the
years, but the right balance between commercial visitor attraction and serious museum has at last been
reached. I for one was delighted when the TMS policies were reviewed to consider the appeal of certain
trams to non-enthusiast visitors, which resulted in the acquisition of the Hovertram, and saw various
distinctive cars being returned to the operating fleet. The publicity generated by restoring and running
more local tramcars was a real turning point, as was the development of a new group to fund, build and
maintain the „Crich Eye‟, and I now find it hard to believe that Crich‟s visitor numbers were once dwarfed
by those of Beamish Museum, which it now regularly equals. The use of government-funded working
parties to assist with some of the more ambitious projects was an interesting throwback to the „old days‟,
but it worked back in the 1970s and it seems to work just as well now. The result is that Crich has never
deserved the title of National Tramway Museum as much as it does now – but there is so much more to do
there now besides riding on and looking at trams, and with some very ambitious plans for the future, this
attraction certainly isn‟t standing still. Long may the action continue!!!
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A glimpse of the future...?


Above: London Bluebird 1 part-way through its restoration repaint, sometime in the future.
(Base Photo: Tony Waddington. Repaint: Jack Gordon)
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Below: Grimsby and Immingham 14 departs the depot for another working day. The
materials at the back are for the cafés at Wakebridge and Glory Mine.

Tram Driver for a day!
Become a Seaton Tram Driver for the day with one of our driving
experience courses. The courses are very "hands-on", giving you
the chance to enjoy maximum time at the controls and drive in
the same conditions as our own staff drivers. The course also
includes a guided tour of the Tramway's HQ at Riverside Depot,
giving the chance to see behind the scenes of our unique
operation. At the conclusion of your course, you receive a
commemorative certificate and souvenir to remind you of a
great day out. Seaton Tramway is offering Tramways Monthly
readers a 10% discount on either a Half or Full Day Course.
There are two courses available:
1) Half Day Course
Start time 0930 or 1400. The course lasts for two or three hours,
depending on whether there are one or two participants. Each
person gets one round trip (six miles) of driving.
The cost is £95, inclusive of VAT, and you may bring up to three
guest passengers, who ride at a special rate of £10.00 each.
These prices include the ride on the tram, Depot Visit and
refreshments at the Tram Stop Restaurant. You and your guests
will also enjoy free travel on the trams for the rest of the day,
either before or after your lesson.
2) Whole Day Course
Start time 0930, finishing at 1645. The course consists of three full
round trips, plus two short workings to intermediate points along
the line, a grand total of 24 miles. The course can be shared
between two or more people if desired; extra participants are
charged at guest rate (see below).
The cost is £235, inclusive of VAT, and you may bring up to six
guest passengers, who ride at a special rate of £20.00 each.
These prices include the rides on the tram, Depot Visit, plus
morning tea/coffee, Lunch and an afternoon Cream Tea at the
Tram Stop Restaurant. Your guests may ride on the service trams
during the day if they so wish.
TO CLAIM YOUR 10% DISCOUNT ON A HALF DAY COURSE OR WHOLE DAY
COURSE PLEASE QUOTE TRAMWAYS MONTHLY.

YOUR
AD HERE!
Want to advertise in Tramways
Monthly?
Just visit email us at
advertising@tramwaysmonthly.com to discuss the
options available!
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Birkenhead Tram & Bus Show 2008: In Pictures
Bob Joy

Birkenhead 20 was the first of the restored trams to enter service on the Wirral Heritage
Tramway. Here it is seen from a passing tram in ideal weather conditions.

14
'Rack 2' is seen again on 11th July - this time at Fleetwood Ferry.
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Lisbon 730 – the most recent addition to the running fleet at Birkenhead – waits to
depart from Taylor Street for another journey to Woodside.

Liverpool 762 on the siding at Taylor Street terminus. It is hoped that this tram may be
visiting Blackpool next year for the tramway’s 125th anniversary celebrations.
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Birkenhead 20 and Wallasey 78 at the half-way passing loop at Pacific Road. This was
once the tram terminus, until the line was extended to Taylor Street.
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167's final outing before returning to the National Tramway Museum occurred on 19th
July, when it attended Tram Sunday. Here it is seen at Fleetwood alongside Bolton 66.

15

Inside Taylor Street depot, we see Liverpool ‘Baby Grand’ 245 looking rather sorry for
itself, behind various trade stalls. Hong Kong cars 69 and 70 are in the background.

Fleet Lists...

With thanks to Andrew Waddington and
British Trams Online for the information
held on this page.

One final view; this scene depicts a Wallasey bus meeting tramcar 78. This tram is the
only preserved car with an unusual Bellamy roof.
16
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Blackpool Tramway (part 2)
MILLENNIUM CARS
707

„Coral Island‟
advert

1998

Operational.

709

„Sea Life Centre‟
advert

2000

Operational.

718

Metro blue/yellow

2002

Operational.

724

Metro red/yellow

2004

Operational.

JUBILEE CARS
761

„Wynsors‟ advert

1979

Operational.

762

„Re:Blackpool‟
advert

1982

Operational. Named „Stuart L Pillar‟ in 2008.

The Rocket

1961

Stored awaiting restoration.

Western Train

1962

Being restored to near-original condition; launch expected in May 2009.

736

HMS Blackpool

2004

Operational. Built around frame of the original 1960‟s Frigate tram to a
modernised design.

737

„Fisherman‟s Friend‟
Trawler

2001

Operational. Was numbered 633 until 2008.

ILLUMINATED CARS
732
733+734

VINTAGE & SPECIAL TRAMS
5

Stockport –
red/white

1901

Used occasionally, mainly for private hires. Owned by „Friends of Five‟
and on loan to Blackpool since 1996.

40

Fleetwood Box car –
teak/cream

1914

Used occasionally. On loan from the Tramway Museum Society since
1996.

66

Bolton –
maroon/cream

1901

Operational. Privately owned and on loan to Blackpool since 1981.

147

Blackpool Standard
car – green/cream

1924

Operational. Restored by Blackpool Transport in 2002. Named „Michael
Airey‟ in 2006.

304

VAMBAC
Coronation car –
cream/green

1952

Used occasionally, mainly for special events. Owned by the Lancastrian
Transport Trust and restored with assistance from Channel 4‟s „Salvage
Squad‟ in 2002.

513

Sheffield –
cream/dark blue

1950

Used occasionally for private hires. On loan from Beamish Museum since
2001.

619

Replica Vanguard –
brown/cream/black

1987

Operational.

660

Coronation –
cream/green

1953

Used occasionally.

706

Open top Balloon –
1930s green/cream

1934

Operational. Named „Princess Alice‟ since it was rebuilt as an opentopper in 1985.
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WORKS VEHICLES
259

Permanent Way
gang car – dark
green

1937

Withdrawn. Owned by the Lancastrian Transport Trust; stored awaiting
restoration to original condition as a Brush Railcoach.

260

Rail crane

1973

Operational.

750

Reel wagon

?

Operational.

754

Engineering car and
tower wagon yellow

1992

Operational.

A number of road vehicles are also owned and operated as part of the engineering fleet.
Trams owned by the Lancastrian Transport Trust, based in Blackpool, are not listed here unless they are
stored at Blackpool Transport’s Rigby Road premises.
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Blackpool 679 enters preservation
Paul Jenkinson/Andrew Waddington/Mark Jobling

679 sits forlornly in the tram depot in August 2008. Little did we know at this time that the
tram would soon be thrust back into the limelight! Andrew Waddington

17
30th November 2008 saw 679 used on a farewell tour arranged by the Lancastrian
Transport Trust. This photo was taken in thick freezing fog at Bispham Station. Mark Jobling

Fast forward to 25th April, and 679 (minus bogies) prepares to leave Rigby Road by low
loader. Here the tram waits alongside the Fitting Shop wall. Paul Jenkinson

679 leaves Hopton Road, en route to its temporary new home at the LTT depot. Paul

18

Jenkinson

679 arrives at Brinwell Road. The destination blind is still showing ‘Private’ from its final
outing last year! Paul Jenkinson

A final view of 679 on the road – this time we see the car from the other end, which has
sustained minor fire damage. Paul Jenkinson
19

Blind of the Month...

20

Blackpool Pantograph 167 – Part 1 of 2

21

This month‟s Blind has been taken from Pantograph 167 at Crich Tramway Village. This is the blind
that it has carried since its visit to Blackpool in 1985. Thanks to The Fr33k Man for creating the
blind.
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Focus...
3rd May – Horse tram
operating day at
Heaton Park Tramway

Events...
Date
3rd May
9/10th May

Event
Horse tram day
Models Weekend

A chance to see and ride on
Eades reversible tramcar L53,
pulled by two horses! Leeds 6
will also be in service (subject
to availability).

10th May

Morris Minor Event

16th/17th May

A Celebration of
Bolton‟s Buses

20th May

20th/23rd-25th May –
Crich50 Events

23rd May

Crich50: Official
Day
Crich50: Local
Residents Day
Crich 50: TMS
Members and
Guests Day
Crich50

Events to mark 50 years of
trams at Crich. Includes a reenactment of the delivery of
Cardiff 131 on Wednesday
20th, an open day for members
of Crich parish on Saturday
23rd, and events for enthusiasts
on Sunday 24th. This will include
a tram cavalcade, line-up of
trams on the depot fan, and
much, much more. Don‟t miss
it!

Got an Event not
listed?
Email us at
events@tramwaysmonthly.com and we will
happily add the event to our
diary!

24th May

25th May
28th/29th May

Manchester Horse
Car L53 operating

28th May
6th June

Teddy Bear Picnic
Colyton Summer
Fayre
Classic Car Show
& Green Transport
Gathering
Folk Weekend

7th June

13th/14th June
14th June

21st June
26th June
27th/28th June

Manchester Trams
60 years since
closure
Father‟s Day
Gourmet Night
1950’s Weekend

27th June

Busmen‟s Holiday

28th June

Totally Transport

Location
Heaton Park
Crich Tramway
Village
Crich Tramway
Village
Manchester
Museum of
Transport
Crich Tramway
Village
Crich Tramway
Village
Crich Tramway
Village
Crich Tramway
Village
Beamish – North of
England Open Air
Museum
Seaton Tramway
Seaton Tramway
Seaton Tramway

Crich Tramway
Village
Heaton Park

Seaton Tramway
Seaton Tramway
Crich Tramway
Village
Manchester
Museum of
Transport
South Shore,
Blackpool

We aim to be accurate with all details carried, however errors
may occur. We advise that you check before travelling to a
particular event. Bolded Events will incur an extra cost.
Back Page: Another scene from Blackpool over the wonderfully sunny Easter weekend – this time we see
the world-famous Tower from on board Boat car 605. Jason Cross
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